
Bringing Mindfulness to your Running

Mindfulness has many expressions and although you may first think of someone in seated meditation, there are 
many aspects of mindfulness that you can bring to your running to improve breathing, decrease the risk of 
injury and even improve your performance. 

Set your gaze: Our yoga practice teaches us the benefit of a focused gaze to evoke a sense of calm and conserve 
our energy. These two things are critical for runners. Rather than getting caught up in the runners around you, 
their pace, their clothing, their stride, instead focus your eyes on a spot in front of you. Be aware of those 
coming towards you but more for safety reasons, less to get involved in how they look. 

Scan your body as you run to see where you’re holding tension: Especially on long runs, make it a pattern to 
start at the top of your head and work your awareness down your body. Notice where you’re holding tension, 
especially if it’s in the neck, shoulders or hands. Remind yourself to soften these areas and put the energy where 
you need it: in your legs!

Take the earplugs out: While music may be fun and give you extra spunk in your step, it can get in the way of 
awareness. On a practical level, it prevents you from hearing those coming up behind but even more 
importantly, it prevents you from hearing your breathing, your feet striking the ground and often distracts you 
from noticing sensations in the body that may be warnings about impending injury. Again, probably good for a 
short run but for distance, leave the tunes at home. 

Stop the comparison game: Just as looking around can diffuse your energy, it can lead you into the 
comparison trap. You get caught up in thoughts around how you rank according to others. You may wonder why  
that person passed you when they don’t look like they could run as fast; you may let feelings of inadequacy 
affect your feelings about yourself. One of the most well used running adages rings true here: “Run your own 
race.” This idea applies to training runs too!

Have a mantra: Mantras can be used anytime to comfort, calm and create focus. While the nature of a mantra 
for running might be a more energetic (my favorite: “Put the power in the legs!”) it can give you an anchor 
when you need something to take your mind off the effort of your run. It also helps with pace and creating a 
sense of ease and connection, rather than stress and panic. 
  We wish you 20 minutes of mindfulness each day!

To get started with a mindfulness practice, visit mindfulhub.com.

By contributing writer, Karen Fabian, Certified Baptiste Yoga teacher, founder,  bare bones yoga, 
www.barebonesyoga.com. 
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